






/!\ IMPORTANT - PRICES /!\

All prices in the book are PPC unless otherwise stated.
(Example : Workshop products = sale price not PPC)

The prices quoted are those provided at the beginning 
of 2023. Variaaons may occur during the year.



Shipping : 

From Monday to Thursday with Bpost 
From Monday to Friday with UPS

Orders : 

        Placed before 11:45, sent the same day !

        Placed before 11:30, sent the same day !

Contact us :   

+ 32 81 65 64 48      info@bike2b.be 
 

From Monday to Thursday  : 8h - 16h

                    Friday : 8h - 14h30

Follow us

Webshop  :

bike2b.be
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Industrias Galfer is a leading manufacturer of friction materials and components for braking 
systems for the motorcycling and bicycle sectors. Since our company was founded in 1952, we 
have been known for being at the forefront of innovation, quality and organization. 

Today we link our experience and tradition to new technologies, cutting-edge materials and the 
most advanced management systems. To stay at the forefront of the market and to get to know 
in depth the needs for the industry, the R&D department at GALFER works closely with top-level 
competition teams. All our products are strictly tested for quality to guarantee its safety. We are so 
committed with quality regulations that our quality controls exceed the ECE R-90 standards. 

GALFER business philosophy is based on the values that led us to become a world leader in 
braking systems. There’s only a thing that our brakes cannot stop: the speed at which we enter the 
future.
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Founded nearly 10 years ago, BlackBearing is now one of the leading suppliers of bearings and 
components for the sporting goods industry. After retail customers, BlackBearing components 
quickly conquered stores, mechanical workshops and brands, first in France, then throughout 
Europe and the rest of the world. 
 
The two founders are true sports enthusiasts, particularly of bicycles. They ride mountain bikes, 
road bikes, cyclocross bikes, BMX bikes and track bikes.  
 
They became interested in the components of their bikes, and very quickly focused on the 
bearings, which were not giving them complete satisfaction. Drawing on their experience, 
expertise and practical experience in the field, they selected the best components to ensure 
reliable, high-performance bearings adapted to every riding style, whether intensive or leisure. 
Then they turned to other components: tools, derailleur hanger brackets... 
 
Today, their knowledge of the market and its players enables them to offer bearings for all fields of 
activity: industry, motorsports. 
 
Before being marketed, a BlackBearing product undergoes a long process of material selection 
and field testing.

Choosing a BlackBearing component means choosing reliability and performance.
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STEERING BEARINGS
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OTHER BEARINGS
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BEARINGS CASES
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SCREWS & BALLS
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BOTTOM BRACKETS
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BOTTOM BRACKETS
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HEADSETS
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WHEEL AXLES
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TOOLS
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Fidlock is a renowned brand in the field of innovative magnetic locking systems. Founded in 2003, 
the German company quickly gained a reputation for its unique locking technology, which com-
bines magnets and locking mechanisms to offer secure and practical fastening solutions. 
 
Fidlock locking systems are used in a variety of fields, such as the sports and leisure industry, the 
fashion industry, medical equipment and many others. The brand is appreciated for its ability to 
offer reliable, easy-to-use locking solutions that meet the needs of modern consumers. 
 
One of the distinguishing features of Fidlock closures is their innovative magnetic mechanism. 
They use the attractive force of magnets to facilitate closing and opening, enabling effortless one-
handed use while ensuring a strong, secure connection.  
 
The Fidlock brand is often recognized for its aesthetic and functional design. Its locking solutions 
have won several prestigious awards for innovation and design excellence.

In short, Fidlock is a renowned brand in the field of magnetic locking systems. It stands out for its 
unique locking technology, which combines magnets and locking mechanisms, offering secure and 
practical fastening solutions in a variety of industrial sectors.
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TWIST freed the bike bottle from its 
cage! By substituting the big and 

old-fashioned bottle cage with FIDLOCK’s tried and tes-
ted concept of all the fun and power of magnets with a 
secure mechanical locking, FIDLOCK reinvented the way 
we shred on bikes. 

All it needs is the 17 g light base, which captivates with its 
small and minimalistic design. Thanks to its modular con-
cept, the TWIST system is constantly expanded and cur-
rently contains various bike bottles, bags and more smart 
stuff coming up this year.  
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TWIST freed the bike bottle from its 
cage! By substituting the big and 

old-fashioned bottle cage with FIDLOCK’s tried and tes-
ted concept of all the fun and power of magnets with a 
secure mechanical locking, FIDLOCK reinvented the way 
we shred on bikes. 

All it needs is the 17 g light base, which captivates with its 
small and minimalistic design. Thanks to its modular con-
cept, the TWIST system is constantly expanded and cur-
rently contains various bike bottles, bags and more smart 
stuff coming up this year.  
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RELEASE

SNAP
TO

CONNECT
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INTUITIVE 
The modules are easily connected by 

letting them “SNAP” to the base and are  
released with one simple clockwise “TWIST”. 

Easy, quick and space-saving – 
the solution also for small frames.  

SECURE 
Strong magnets and a mechanical latching 

provide an easy connection and a secure 
locking – even under strain.

MODULAR 
The TWIST system always consists of 

a magnetic base and a module with the 
necessary magnetic connector. 

So all modules can be combined with all 
bases of the TWIST system – 

one interface, countless possibilities.  
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 water has no contact to the plastic

 elastic titanium coating... 

 ... for true taste without mictoplastics

 600 ml / 20.5 fl oz volume

 easy squeeze and perfect gr ip

 mouthpiece made of medical silicone

 fits all TWIST bases  

colour
  white
  black
  KEEGO blue

technical data
bottle volume: 600 ml 
dimensions: 76 x 202 x 78 mm
weight: 127 g

new

INSIDE

OUTSIDE

TWIST X KEEGO bottle 600

600 ml bottle with inner titanium coating for 
cageless magnetic-mechanical mounting system

KEEGO is the innovative bottle made of elastic titanium – outside made 
of durable and lightweight plastic for easy squeezing, inside coated with 
titanium so that the water remains free of microplastics, safe from mold 
and absolutely tasteless. Together with the TWIST system, the KEEGO 
bottle can now be attached to the bike without a conventional bottle 
cage and instead with the innovative magnetic-mechanical FIDLOCK 
technology. And the ultra-strong belt only technology holds the bottle 
securely on any TWIST base.
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49,99€

(bike base kit) 59,99€



“  
A significant improvement over the 
century-old slide-in bottle design – 
and always a pleasure to operate.

”
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colour
  transparent white frosted
  transparent black frosted
  transparent turquoise frosted

technical data
bottle volume: 700 ml 
dimensions: 75 x 202 x 76 mm
weight: 150 g

bottle 700 life

700 ml bottle for cageless magnetic-mechanical 
mounting system

Even more TWIST in everyday life: the TWIST 700 life is the perfect 
companion for a city trip, a ride in the countryside or on the way to work. 
Solid and robust Tritan material and TWIST technology are an ingenious 
combination for a drinking bottle that plays along at all times and clicks 
onto the bike super fast. The screw cap hides a large drinking opening, 
which is perfectly integrated into the clean design. Of course, the bottle 
is compatible with all TWIST bases and, thanks to the belt-only tech-
nology, always holds securely and reliably on the frame.

 700 ml / 24 fl oz

 timeless design for any purpose

 robust Tritan material

 ultra secure hold thanks to belt-only technology 

 large drinking opening with screw cap

 fits all TWIST bases 

new
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(bike base kit) 49,99€
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product overview

bike base
  09603(BLK)

bottle 450 + 
tex base multi

  09649(TBL) new

tex base multi
  09650(BLK)
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single 
bottle 450

  09633(TBL)
  09633(BLK) new 

replacement 
bottle 450

  09612(TBL)
  09612(BLK) new

bottle 800 + 
bike base

  09653(CLR)
  09653(TBL) 
  09653(BLK)

bottle 750 compact + 
bike base

  09676(CLR)
  09676(TBL) 
  09676(BLK)
  09653(BLK)

bottle 700 life + 
bike base

  09678(FCL)
  09678(FBL) 
  09678(FTU)

bottle 450 + 
bike base

  09611(TBL)
  09611(BLK) new

bottle 450 + 
uni base

  09626(TBL)

single 
uni connector

  09634(BLK)

uni connector + 
bike base

  09622(BLK)

toolbox + 
bike base

  09635(BLK)

uni connector + 
uni base

  09627(BLK)

toolbox + 
uni base

  09643(BLK)

uni base
  09620(BLK)

replacement 
bottle 800

  09651(CLR)
  09651(TBL) 
  09651(BLK) 

replacement 
bottle 750 compact

  09674(CLR)
  09674(TBL) 
  09674(BLK) 

replacement 
bottle 700 life

  09663(FCL)
  09663(FBL) 
  09663(FTU) 

single 
bottle 800

  09652(CLR)
  09652(TBL) 
  09652(BLK) 

single 
bottle 750 compact

  09675(CLR)
  09675(TBL) 
  09675(BLK) 

single 
bottle 700 life

  09677(FCL)
  09677(FBL) 
  09677(FTU) 
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0  

TWIST X KEEGO
single 
bottle 600

  09665(WHT)
  09665(BLK)
  09665(BLU) 

single 
bottle 600

  09668(TBL) 
  09668(BLK) 

TWIST X KEEGO
replacement 
bottle 600

  09666(WHT)
  09666(BLK)
  09666(BLU)

replacement 
bottle 600

  09667(CLR)
  09667(TBL) 
  09667(BLK) 

TWIST X KEEGO
bottle 600 + 
bike base

  09664(WHT)
  09664(BLK)
  09664(BLU)

bottle 600 + 
bike base

  09669(CLR)
  09669(TBL) 
  09669(BLK)
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essential bag M/L + 
bike base

  09661(BLK) | 09662(BLK)
  09661(BLU) | 09662(BLU)
  09661(GRE)| 09662(GRE)

bottle 600 + 
uni base

  09672(TBL)

bo
ttl

e 
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0 
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ds replacement 
bottle 450 kids

  |    09639(CLR)

bottle 450 + 
bike base

  |    09638(CLR)

bottle 450 + 
uni base

  |    09640(CLR)

single 
bottle 590

  09642(TBL)
  09642(BLK) new 

    

single
bottle 590 antibacterial

  |    AB-09642TBL)

replacement 
bottle 590

  09637(CLR)
  09637(TBL) 
  09637(BLK) new

    

replacement
bottle 590 antibacterial

  |    AB-09637(TBL)

bottle 590 + 
bike base

  09636(CLR)
  09636(TBL) 
  09636(BLK) new

bottle 590 antibacterial +
bike base

  |    AB-09636(TBL)

bottle 590 + 
uni base

  09641(TBL)

bottle 590 + 
tex base multi

  09648(TBL) new
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bottle 600

600 ml bottle for cageless magnetic-mechanical 
mounting system

With the magnet-mechanical bottle holder system, the TWIST 
bottle 600 revolutionised the bicycle bottle. The overmoulding, 
which has now been improved even further, enables an ultra-
secure connection between the bottle and the bike - without the 
need for a gravity kit! With the new design of the TWIST bottle 600 
comes not only a new print. The lid is now also compatible with 
the other bottles. And thanks to the even softer material, the new 
TWIST bottle 600 is even easier to squeeze. 

colour
  transparent hite  (replacement, bike base-SET)
  transparent black  (all articles)  
  black  (replacement, single, bike base-SET)

technical data
bottle volume: 600 ml
dimensions: 71 x 216 x 76 mm
weight: 114 g

 600 ml / 20.5 fl oz volume

 The original– reinvented!

 new bottle cap, print and colour

 BPA-free polypropylene

 dishwasher safe up to 50 °C / 122 °F

 fits all TWIST bases  

new
bottle 750 compact

700 ml bottle for cageless magnetic-mechanical 
mounting system

The TWIST bottle 750 compact lives up to its name: Due to the volu-
minous design, this water bottle does not require more space than the 
TWIST 590 bottle - but transports significantly more liquid for the big 
thirst. Especially with narrow frame geometries, this bottle is a perfect 
option. The popular design language and grippy ergonomics for intuitive 
handling have been adopted, as well as the removable dirt cap and the 
self-closing membrane with large water flow.

colour
  transparent white
  transparent black 
  black

technical data
bottle volume: 750 ml
dimensions: 83 x 206 x 87 mm
weight: 125 g 

 750 ml / 25.5 fl oz volume

 compact design with large volume for tight frames

 easy squeeze BPA-free polyethylene

 high flow and leak-proof valve

 removable dirt cap

 dishwasher safe up to 50 °C / 122 °F

 fits all TWIST bases  
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bottle 590

590 ml bottle for cageless magnetic-mechanical 
mounting system

The TWIST bottle 590 comes in a new design and with an improved 
connection between connector and bottle. The ergonomic design with 
the rounded edges offers a bigger frame compatibility and makes the 
twisting off and snapping to the TWIST base even more intuitive. The 
new bottle cap with a high flow valve is self-sealing and leak-proof. It 
comes with an optional dirt cover, so the mouthpiece stays clean even 
when mounted on the downtube. 

colour
  transparent white  (replacement, bike base-SET)
  transparent black  (all articles) 
  black new  (replacement, single, bike base-SET)

technical data
bottle volume: 590 ml 
dimensions: 68 x 208 x 81 mm
weight: 129 g

 590 ml / 20 fl oz volume

 easy squeeze BPA-free polyethylene

 high flow and leak-proof valve

 removable dirt cap

 dishwasher safe up to 50 °C / 122 °F

 fits all TWIST bases 

new coming Q3/2022 

bottle 590 antibacterial

590 ml bottle with antibacterial technology for 
cageless magnetic-mechanical mounting system

The TWIST bottle 590 with ANTIBACTERIAL GUARD technology is an in-
novation with the best inner values: the first antibacterial TWIST bottle. 
The technology, which has already been successfully used in the food 
industry for years, acts purely physically and ensures that bacteria do 
not deposit on the surfaces over time. A long-term test proves that the 
effect lasts longer than 5 years. Metabolic products of microorganisms 
are mainly responsible for bad odours - this is now a thing of the past. 

colour
  transparent black | dirt cover:    light green

technical data
bottle volume: 590 ml 
dimensions: 68 x 208 x 81 mm
weight: 129 g 

 first antibacterial TWIST bottle

 590 ml / 20 fl oz volume

 easy squeeze BPA-free polyethylene

 high flow and leak-proof valve

 removable dirt cap

 dishwasher safe up to 50 °C / 122 °F

 fits all TWIST bases 

w
ith
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44,99€

(bike base kit) 49,99€

39,99€
(bike base kit) 44,99€
(uni base kit) 54,99€
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 800 ml / 27.0 fl oz volume

 ultra secure hold thanks to belt-only technology 

 easy squeeze BPA-free polyethylene

 high flow and leak-proof valve

 removable dirt cap

 dishwasher safe up to 50 °C / 122 °F

 fits all TWIST bases 

colour
  transparent white
  transparent black
  black

technical data
bottle volume: 800 ml 
dimensions: 76 x 256 x77 mm
weight: 131 g 

bottle 800

800 ml bottle for cageless magnetic-mechanical 
mounting system

The new TWIST bottle with 800 ml capacity for those extra-long rides. 
Easy squeezing thanks to soft material and ultra-secure hold thanks 
to the belt-only technology consisting of a flexible and resistant belt, 
which is screwed to a special connector. Of course, despite the new 
technology, the TWIST bottle 800 is still compatible with all TWIST bas-
es. Equipped with our valve bottle cap with a self-sealing and leak-proof 
valve and optional dirt cover.

62

39,99€

(bike base kit) 44,99€



 bag for mounting to your bike...

 ...or for wearing over your shoulder

 perfect for all your essentials: key, wallet, smartphone, charger, ...

 stowable strap with FIDLOCK closure

 optimized design for bike frames

 bag volume 1100 ml or 2400 ml / 37 or 81 fl oz

  splash proof material and zip

 fits all TWIST bases 
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essential bag M

colour
  black
  blue 
  green 

technical data
bag volume: 1100 ml
max. load: 700 g
dimensions: 95 x 230 x 120 mm
weight: 219 g 

essential bag L

colour
  black
  blue 
  green 

technical data
bag volume: 2400 ml 
max. load: 700 g
dimensions: 120 x 285 x 150 mm
weight: 290 g 

essential bag M+L

versatile bag for cageless magnetic-mechanical 
mounting system

The TWIST essential bag is your companion in everyday life, when com-
muting in the city or on a leisurely bike ride in the countryside. In addition to 
a large main compartment, the essential bag has a mesh pocket inside for 
organization as well as a key hook and two side pockets on the outside, in-
cluding a cover for the cell phone on the right side. The TWIST essential bag 
is optimized for the bike's frame triangle - together with a TWIST bottle, the 
bag and bottle fit perfectly in the frame. But also off the bike, the essential 
bag is the ideal companion: thanks to the stowable, long shoulder strap, the 
bag can be worn over the shoulder or strapped around the waist. Of course, 
the bag is equipped with a FIDLOCK flat buckle for easy handling.

new

63

(bike base kit M) 79,99€

(bike base kit L) 89,99€
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(uni base kit) 49,99€
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uni connector

universal bottle holder for cageless magnetic-
mechanical mounting system

Thanks to the combination of the innovative magnetic-mechanical FID-
LOCK technology with the Boa® Fit System, every bottle can be turned 
into a FIDLOCK bottle. Thanks to the TWIST uni connector, you have 
everything you want, when you want it. No matter if it’s the PET bottle 
from the corner shop, the trophy bottle from the last race, or the jacket 
for a rainshower. It can all be integrated into the TWIST system with the 
TWIST uni connector. 

colour
  black

technical data
max. bottle diameter: 80 mm
max. load: 1000 g 
dimensions: 69 x 104 x 40 mm 
weight: 54 g

 turns any bottle into a FIDLOCK bottle

 fits bottle diameters up to Ø 80 mm / 3.2 in

 easy mounting with Boa® Fit System

 anti-slip inlay for secure and strong hold

 fits all TWIST bases 

66
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uni connector

universal bottle holder for cageless magnetic-
mechanical mounting system

Thanks to the combination of the innovative magnetic-mechanical FID-
LOCK technology with the Boa® Fit System, every bottle can be turned 
into a FIDLOCK bottle. Thanks to the TWIST uni connector, you have 
everything you want, when you want it. No matter if it’s the PET bottle 
from the corner shop, the trophy bottle from the last race, or the jacket 
for a rainshower. It can all be integrated into the TWIST system with the 
TWIST uni connector. 

colour
  black

technical data
max. bottle diameter: 80 mm
max. load: 1000 g 
dimensions: 69 x 104 x 40 mm 
weight: 54 g

 turns any bottle into a FIDLOCK bottle

 fits bottle diameters up to Ø 80 mm / 3.2 in

 easy mounting with Boa® Fit System

 anti-slip inlay for secure and strong hold

 fits all TWIST bases 

colour
  black

technical data
box volume: 550 ml  
max. filling weight: 500 g 
dimensions: 92 x 195 x 84 mm
weight: 163 g 

toolbox

versatile box for cageless magnetic-mechanical 
mounting system

The cageless TWIST toolbox provides space for all the tools and essen-
tials needed for the tour: tire lever, tube, mini-tool, repair kit, pump or 
CO2 cartridge. Thanks to the angular design, the smartphone or energy 
bar can also be stowed away in the bag. The inner organization pockets 
hold everything in place and provide easy access. With the integrated 
TWIST system, it can easily be attached to a TWIST base on the frame 
without external wear on the high quality material.

 550 ml / 19 fl oz box volume

 versatile pockets for internal organization

 waterproof material and zip

 no external wear due to cageless design

 fits all TWIST bases
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€ €

article number
09612(TBL)
09612(BLK)

colour
  transparent black
  black new

technical data
bottle volume: 450 ml
dimensions: 70 x 169 x 77 mm
weight: 68 g 

450 ml replacement bottle for 
cageless magnetic-mechanical 
mounting system excl. bottle 
connector

450 ml replacement bottle  
with colourful design for cageless 
magnetic-mechanical mounting 
system excl. bottle connector

590 ml replacement bottle for 
cageless magnetic-mechanical 
mounting system excl. bottle 
connector

590 ml replacement bottle with 
antibacterial technology for 
cageless magnetic-mechanical 
mounting system excl. bottle 
connector

replacement parts 

replacement parts and extensions 
for cageless magnetic-mechanical 
mounting system

Every bottle and its parts wear out – even the 
TWIST bottles cannot work magic here. There-
fore, the TWIST system is modular - parts are 
replaceable without having to replace the entire 
system. If the bottle is worn-out, it can be re-
placed with a new replacement bottle, reusing 
the existing bottle connector –this saves re-
sources and makes upgrading the bottle shape 
very easy. Additionally, bottle connectors and 
bottle caps are replaceable. With our coloured 
dirt covers, colour comes into play. And with 
the new bike base adapter, the position of the 
TWIST bottle can now be individually adapted 
to any frame size.

article number
09637(CLR)
09637(TBL) 
09637(BLK)

colour
  transparent white
  transparent black
  black new

technical data
bottle volume: 590 ml
dimensions: 68 x 208 x 80 mm 
weight: 98 g 

article number
AB-09637(TBL)

colour
  transparent black

dirt cover:    leight green

technical data
bottle volume: 590 ml
dimensions: 68 x 208 x 80 mm 
weight: 98 g 

replacement 
bottle 450

replacement 
bottle 590

new
replacement 
bottle 590

replacement 
bottle 450 kids

article number 
09639(CLR) 

colour
  transparent white

design:    orange/blue

technical data
bottle volume: 450 ml 
dimensions: 70 x 166 x 77 mm
weight: 60 g

2
remove the

bottle connector
from your 
old bottle 

1
release the

bottle connector
using a coin 

counterclockwise

3
place the

bottle connector
into your new 

replacement bottle

68

12,99€ 12,99€ 16,99€ 19,99€



700 ml replacement bottle for 
cageless magnetic-mechanical 
mounting system excl. belt only 
(connector + belt)

600 ml replacement bottle 
with inner titanium coating for 
cageless magnetic-mechanical 
mounting system excl. belt only 
(connector + belt)

600 ml replacement bottle for 
cageless magnetic-mechanical 
mounting system excl. bottle 
connector

750 ml replacement bottle for 
cageless magnetic-mechanical 
mounting system excl. bottle 
connector

800 ml replacement bottle for 
cageless magnetic-mechanical 
mounting system excl. belt only 
(connector + belt)
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article number 
09663(FCL)
09663(FBL) 
09663(FTU) 

colour
  transparent white frosted
  transparent black frosted
  transparent turquoise frosted

technical data
bottle volume: 700 ml
dimensions: Ø 75 x 204 mm 
weight: 113 g 

article number  
09667(CLR)
09667(TBL) 
09667(BLK)

colour
  transparent white
  transparent black
  black     

technical data
bottle volume: 600 ml
dimensions: Ø 71 x 216 mm 
weight: 83 g 

article number
09674(CLR)
09674(TBL) 
09674(BLK) 

colour
  transparent white
  transparent black
  black     

technical data
bottle volume: 750 ml
dimensions: 83 x 206 x 83 mm 
weight: 92 g 

article number
09651(CLR)
09651(TBL) 
09651(BLK)
 
colour

  transparent white
  transparent black
  black     

technical data
bottle volume: 800 ml
dimensions: 76 x 256 x 76 mm 
weight: 95 g 

new 
replacement 
bottle 700 life

new 
KEEGO X TWIST 
replacement 
bottle 600

new
replacement 
bottle 600

new 
replacement 
bottle 750 compact

replacement 
bottle 800

valve bottle cap dirt coverbottle connector

article number
ME09630(BLK) 
ME09630(LGR)
ME09630(PET)
ME09630(MAG) 

colour
  transparent black
  ight green
  petrol
  pink

technical data
dimensions: 34 x 24 x 56 mm 
weight: 4 g 

article number 
09679(BLK)

colour
  black     

technical data
dimensions: Ø 68 x 38 mm
weight: 25 g 

article number
09604(BLK) 

colour
  black     

technical data
Maße: 48 x 100 x 16 mm 
weight: 31 g
No Gravity Kit included!

dirt cover suitable for 
valve bottle cap

bottle side mount suitable 
for bottle 450/590/600/
750 compact/800

article number
09630(BLK) 

colour
  transparent black

technical data
dimensions: Ø 69 x 42 mm  
weight: 21 g

bottle cap incl. dirt cover suitable 
for bottle 450/590/600*/750 
compact/800

new
bottle cap

bottle cap suitable for 
bottle 450/590/600*/750 
compact/800

article number 
09666(WHT)
09666(BLK)
09666(BLU) 

colour
  white
  black
  KEEGO blue

technical data
bottle volume: 600 ml
dimensions: Ø 76 x 202 mm  
weight: 90 g 

new 
bike base adapter

article number 
ME09603(ALB) 

colour
  black    

technical data
shifting range: +/– 26 mm 
compatibility: threaded bushes,
TWIST bike base
screws: 2x M5x16, 2x M5x8 
dimensions: 15  x 105 x 6 mm
weight: 23 g

Verschraubbarer Adapter zum 
Verschieben der TWIST bike base
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19,99€ 2,99€6,99€
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PUSH combines innovative design with an 
unique easiness in style and handling. 

PUSH saddle bags are easily removed with one “PUSH” of a 
button on the base and just as easily re-attached by letting 
them magnetically “SNAP” into the mechanical locking. In 
combination, both ensure a reliable and secure locking – with-
out any strap or velcro fastener.
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PUSH combines innovative design with an 
unique easiness in style and handling. 

PUSH saddle bags are easily removed with one “PUSH” of a 
button on the base and just as easily re-attached by letting 
them magnetically “SNAP” into the mechanical locking. In 
combination, both ensure a reliable and secure locking – with-
out any strap or velcro fastener.

colour
  black

technical data
bag volume: 600 ml 
max. filling weight: 500 g
dimensiones: 80 x 110 x 155 mm 
weight: 120 g 

colour 
 black

technical data
dimensiones: 58 x 37 x 90 mm 
weight: 48 g

colour
  black

technical data
bag volume: 400 ml
max. filling weight: 500 g
dimensiones: 75 x 104 x 125 mm
weight: 110 g 

saddle bag 600 + 
saddle base 

600 ml saddle bag incl.  
magnetic-mechanical mounting 
system for bike saddles

With its bigger volume, the TWIST saddle bag 
600 is the allrounder in the PUSH portfolio – it’s 
as perfect for longer rides as it is for the every-
day errand.   

saddle base 
 

magnetic-mechanical saddle bag 
holder for bikes saddles 

The PUSH saddle base is perfect for those who 
own two, or maybe even several bikes. With the 
PUSH saddle base, the right bag is always on 
the right bike. The base is easily attached to the 
saddle rails with only one screw and it is com-
patible with all standard rails. 

saddle bag 400 + 
saddle base 

400 ml saddle bag incl.  
magnetic-mechanical mounting 
system for bike saddles

Thanks to the small PUSH saddle bag 400, you 
only take the essentials you really need. Plus, 
the PUSH saddle bag 400 convinces with its 
clear and reduced design – understatement that 
fits under every saddle. 

 400 ml / 14 fl oz bag volume

 waterproof material and zip

 reflective elements for visibility

 for installation on the saddle rails

 PUSH button for qick release

 600 ml / 20 fl oz bag volume 

 waterproof material and zip

 reflective FIDLOCK logo for visibility

 for installation on the saddle rails

 PUSH button for qick release

 for installation on the saddle rails

 PUSH button for qick release

 fits als PUSH saddle bags
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AUTOMOTIVE

HOME

ADVENTURE

CYCLING

PHOTO + VIDEO

VACUUM SYSTEM

PUSH
TO

RELEASE

SNAP
TO
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images show prototype

INGENIOUS AND 
SECURE CONNECTION

Two strong, invisible forces 
combined for a secure  

and ingenious connection.

VERSATILE AND  
MULTI PURPOSE

One system – various use cases:
cycling, outdoor, automotive,  

photo & video, home

INTUITIVE AND  
QUICK HANDLING

Easy and quick one-hand 
attaching and releasing.

VACUUM is the smartphone mount by FIDLOCK. 
It uses a unique and patented combi-

nation of suction cup elements and magnets to attach smartphones easily 
and securely. Under a high load, negative pressure additionally secures 
the hold. The smartphone is released by simply pressing the lever on the 
side of the VACUUM base.

One system - various applications: photo & video, bike, outdoor, car, or 
at home. The smartphone can be operated with just one hand 
in all areas of use and can be rotated through 360°, while 
a ball detent prevents unintentional rotation.
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article number
VB-0000H(BLK)

colour
  black

technical data
compatibility: all commom GPS bike computer mounts
dimensions: 60 x 63cm x 24 mm
weight: 38 g

turn base for GPS mount

vacuum-magnetic smartphone mount  
for attachment to GPS bike computer mounts

In addition to the magnetic suction cup with operating lever, the VAC-
UUM turn base consists of a connecting element that enables connec-
tion to all common GARMIN®, WAHOO® und SIGMA®  bayonet mounts. 
Thus, the smartphone is easily and quickly attached and thus the perfect 
navigator for on the go.

 attachment to all common GPS bike computer mounts

 suitable for brands like GARMIN®, WAHOO®, SIGMA®

 easy to attach and detach thanks to the bayonet lock

 compatibility to other fitting  VACUUM products

 no interference with electronics

 fits all VACUUM cases

new 

GPS mount VACUUM turn base
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INGENIOUS AND 
SECURE CONNECTION

Two strong, invisible forces 
combined for a secure  

and ingenious connection.

VERSATILE AND  
MULTI PURPOSE

One system – various use cases:
cycling, outdoor, automotive,  

photo & video, home

INTUITIVE AND  
QUICK HANDLING

Easy and quick one-hand 
attaching and releasing.

VACUUM is the smartphone mount by FIDLOCK. 
It uses a unique and patented combi-

nation of suction cup elements and magnets to attach smartphones easily 
and securely. Under a high load, negative pressure additionally secures 
the hold. The smartphone is released by simply pressing the lever on the 
side of the VACUUM base.

One system - various applications: photo & video, bike, outdoor, car, or 
at home. The smartphone can be operated with just one hand 
in all areas of use and can be rotated through 360°, while 
a ball detent prevents unintentional rotation.
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article number
VB-0000H(BLK)

colour
  black

technical data
compatibility: all commom GPS bike computer mounts
dimensions: 60 x 63cm x 24 mm
weight: 38 g

turn base for GPS mount

vacuum-magnetic smartphone mount  
for attachment to GPS bike computer mounts

In addition to the magnetic suction cup with operating lever, the VAC-
UUM turn base consists of a connecting element that enables connec-
tion to all common GARMIN®, WAHOO® und SIGMA®  bayonet mounts. 
Thus, the smartphone is easily and quickly attached and thus the perfect 
navigator for on the go.

 attachment to all common GPS bike computer mounts

 suitable for brands like GARMIN®, WAHOO®, SIGMA®

 easy to attach and detach thanks to the bayonet lock

 compatibility to other fitting  VACUUM products

 no interference with electronics

 fits all VACUUM cases

new 

GPS mount VACUUM turn base

75
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article number
VC-01600(BLK)

colour
 black

technical data
dimensions: Ø 61 x 1,8 mm
weight: 7 g

uni phone patch

universal vacuum-magnetic 
adhesive mount for smartphone cases 

Thanks to the universal adhesive mount, con-
ventional smartphone cases can be transformed 
into a VACUUM case. The VACUUM geometry is 
securely attached to any case with the help of an 
3M adhesive patch. An included template helps 
with the correct positioning and application of 
the patch. A smooth surface is essential for the 
suction cup to adhere securely.

 turns any case into a FIDLOCK case 

 for gluing to smooth surfaces

 360° rotatable when mounted  

 no interference with electronics  

 fits all VACUUM bases

new

76
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article number
VC-01600(BLK)

colour
 black

technical data
dimensions: Ø 61 x 1,8 mm
weight: 7 g

uni phone patch

universal vacuum-magnetic 
adhesive mount for smartphone cases 

Thanks to the universal adhesive mount, con-
ventional smartphone cases can be transformed 
into a VACUUM case. The VACUUM geometry is 
securely attached to any case with the help of an 
3M adhesive patch. An included template helps 
with the correct positioning and application of 
the patch. A smooth surface is essential for the 
suction cup to adhere securely.

 turns any case into a FIDLOCK case 

 for gluing to smooth surfaces

 360° rotatable when mounted  

 no interference with electronics  

 fits all VACUUM bases

new

article number
VB-0001A(BLK)

colour
  black

technical data
dimensions: 60 x 45 x 63 mm
weight: 44 g

article number
VB-0001B(BLK)

colour
  black

technical data
dimensions: 60 x 38 x 63 mm
weight: 69 g

ahead cap base

vacuum-magnetic smartphone 
mount for the ahead cap

The VACUUM ahead cap base consists of a 
special ahead cap which is screwed to the head 
tube. It is then placed on the cap and is easily 
secured with a clamp using a knurled screw, or 
theft-proof with an Allen screw. The VACUUM 
ahead cap base can thus be quickly removed 
when no smartphone is needed, while the plain 
cap remains screwed to the bike.  

 for installation on the handlebar

 fits all bar tubes Ø 22-46 mm / 0.9-1.8 in

 no interference with electronics

 fits all VACUUM cases

 for installation on the ahead cap 

 fits all 1 1/8 inch threadless headsets

 no interference with electronics

 fits all VACUUM cases

handlebar base

vacuum-magnetic smartphone 
mount for handlebars

The VACUUM base to attach to your bike’s han-
dlebar. The VACUUM handelbar base is low in 
profile and easily attached to the handlebar 
with one of two clamps or cable ties.
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 for max. 6.5 ” or 6.9 ” display size

 100 % water and sand proof

 full phone functionality through the case

 360° rotatable when mounted  

 no interference with electronics  

 fits all VACUUM bases

uni phone case M + L

universal vacuum-magnetic smartphone case

The universal VACUUM case comes in two sizes and is equipped with the 
HERMETIC closing technology, protecting the smartphone reliably from 
water, mud and dust. Thanks to the patented “Just-let-go” principle, the 
case closes automatically and fully hermetically. Thanks to the trans-
parent high-tech foil, smartphones remain touchable even in the plain 
case, and taking photos is also no problem.

  

uni phone case M

article number
VC-01100(BLK)

colour
magnet bar:    black
case:    transparent  |    transparent

technical data
dimensions : 190 x 10 x 100 mm
usable dimensions: 175 x 22 x 90 mm
weight: 78 g

uni phone case L 

article number
VC-01200(BLK)

colour
magnet bar:    black
case:    transparent  |    transparent

technical data
dimensions: 210 x 10 x 105 mm
usable dimensions: 192 x 22 x 95 mm
weight: 85 g

78
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mini tripod base

vacuum-magnetic smartphone mount  
with small tripod

Hitting the trails with your bike, at home sitting at the desk, or on holiday 
during a city trip: the smartphone is always with you, the best moments 
always want to be captured and saved for eternity. The VACUUM mini 
tripod base with the small, mobile tripod is the perfect extension of the 
universal VACUUM family. The portable tripod folds up small and can 
easily be stowed away in a backpack when on the go. It can also be used 
as a selfie stick. At home, the holder is a great help when working at the 
desk or cooking.

 stable tripod and selfie stick in one

 ball head for optimal alignment

 extendable telescopic arm

 VACUUM head fits standard ¼ inch threads 

 no interference with electronics

 fits all VACUUM cases

new 

article number
VB-0000E(BLK)

colour
  black

technical data
max. load: 500 g 
Teleskoparm-Verlängerung: 123 mm
thread size: ¼ Zoll
dimensions (selfie stick): 60 x 213 x 46 mm
dimensions (tripod): 123 x 308 x 142 mm
weight: 137 g
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article number
depends on smartphone model

colour
  black

technical data
dimensiones: depends on smartphone model
weight: depends on smartphone model

For more information see the data overview.

phone case

vacuum-magnetic smartphone case

The solid case for the VACUUM smartphone mount. Thanks to the ingen-
iously simple combination of magnetic force and vacuum pressure, the 
smartphone can be operated with one hand and is 360° rotatable, while 
a ratchet prevents it from rotating during the ride – even on rough trails!  

 for Apple and Samsung smartphones

 360° rotatable when mounted  

 slim design  

 shock-proof surrounding 

 anti-scratch fibre inlay  

 no interference with electronics  

 fits all VACUUM bases

80
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article number
depends on smartphone model

colour
  black

technical data
dimensiones: depends on smartphone model
weight: depends on smartphone model

For more information see the data overview.

phone case

vacuum-magnetic smartphone case

The solid case for the VACUUM smartphone mount. Thanks to the ingen-
iously simple combination of magnetic force and vacuum pressure, the 
smartphone can be operated with one hand and is 360° rotatable, while 
a ratchet prevents it from rotating during the ride – even on rough trails!  

 for Apple and Samsung smartphones

 360° rotatable when mounted  

 slim design  

 shock-proof surrounding 

 anti-scratch fibre inlay  

 no interference with electronics  

 fits all VACUUM bases

article number
VB-0000D(BLK)

colour 
 black

technical data
max. load: 1000 g
dimensions: Ø 139 x 420 mm
weight: 2100 g

flex desk base

vacuum-magnetic smartphone mount for the desk

The VACUUM flex desk base consists of a stable base and a long, flexible 
arm. The VACUUM head is screwed onto the arm at a 90° angle – mak-
ing the flex desk base perfect for using the smartphone as an additional 
screen, for video conferences or when cooking a new favourite recipe.

new coming from Q3/2022 

 flexibly adjustable arm

 stable base for a secure stand

 no interference with electronics

 fits all VACUUM cases
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car vent base

vacuum-magnetic smartphone 
mount for car ventilation panels 

The VACUUM car vent base consists of the 
VACUUM magnetic suction cup with operating 
lever, a ball joint and claws that are inserted 
into the car ventilation panel. This connection 
is securely fixed with the locking ring. Thus, 
the smartphone is easily and quickly attached 
to the dashboard of the car and is the perfect 
navigator on the way to the trail. 

 fits all standard car ventilation panels

 ball head for optimal positioning

 no interference with electronics

 fits all VACUUM cases

article number
VB-000CM(BLK) 

colour
  black

technical data
dimensiones: 60 x 86 x 63 mm
weight: 65 g

article number
VB-000CS(BLK)

colour 
 black

technical data
dimensions: 73 x 95 x 125 mm
weight: 101 g

car suction base

vacuum-magnetic smartphone 
mount for car windshields

In addition to the magnetic suction cup with an 
operating lever, the VACUUM car suction base 
consists of a ball head and a suction base that can 
be attached to the car’s windshield. The smart-
phone is thus quickly and easily attached to the 
car and is the perfect navigator on the road.

new coming from Q3/2022 

 for attachment to  the car’s windscreen

 easy attachment using a suction cup 

 ball head for optimal positioning

 no interference with electronics

 fits all VACUUM cases

82
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hydration bladder

magnetic self-sealing hydration bladder  
for backpacks with Gooper® technology

Climbing, biking or hiking - a good water supply is essential. However, 
you don’t want to spend a lot of time preparing? The HERMETIC hydra-
tion bladder is filled with ease and closes immediately and securely. 
Thanks to the patented closure technology, easy handling is guaran-
teed, allowing you to start your sporting activity quickly and effortlessly. 
The hydration bladder has three wide-opening rows of magnets that 
seal automatically and hermetically – absolutely leak-proof. The addi-
tional SNAP closure on the pocket flap can be operated with one hand 
and prevents unintentional opening of the hydration bladder in the 
backpack during activities. Additionally, the wide opening allows users 
to quickly and simply clean and empty the bag.

 large opening for easy filling and cleaning

 maximum tightness thanks to patented technology

 no manual locking, clicking or pushing

 available in 1.5 l and 2.5 l volume 

 BPA free and tasteless material (TPU)

hydration bladder 2.5 l

article number 
D-11155K-F2501(BMM)

colour
magnet bar:   black 
buckle:   black
bladder:   transl. |   transl. |   black 
tube + mouthpiece:   transp. |   grey

technical data  
volume: 2500 ml
dimenisions bladder: 180 x 420 x 25 mm 
lenght tube: 1050 mm 
weight (incl. tube): 168 g

hydration bladder 1.5 l

article number
D-11155K-F1501(BMM)

colour
magnet bar:   black 
buckle:   black
bladder:   transl.|   transl. |   black 
tube + mouthpiece:   transp. |   grey

technical data
volume: 1500 ml 
more data coming up 

new coming from Q3/2022 
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hydration bladder

magnetic self-sealing hydration bladder  
for backpacks with Gooper® technology

Climbing, biking or hiking - a good water supply is essential. However, 
you don’t want to spend a lot of time preparing? The HERMETIC hydra-
tion bladder is filled with ease and closes immediately and securely. 
Thanks to the patented closure technology, easy handling is guaran-
teed, allowing you to start your sporting activity quickly and effortlessly. 
The hydration bladder has three wide-opening rows of magnets that 
seal automatically and hermetically – absolutely leak-proof. The addi-
tional SNAP closure on the pocket flap can be operated with one hand 
and prevents unintentional opening of the hydration bladder in the 
backpack during activities. Additionally, the wide opening allows users 
to quickly and simply clean and empty the bag.

 large opening for easy filling and cleaning

 maximum tightness thanks to patented technology

 no manual locking, clicking or pushing

 available in 1.5 l and 2.5 l volume 

 BPA free and tasteless material (TPU)

hydration bladder 2.5 l

article number 
D-11155K-F2501(BMM)

colour
magnet bar:   black 
buckle:   black
bladder:   transl. |   transl. |   black 
tube + mouthpiece:   transp. |   grey

technical data  
volume: 2500 ml
dimenisions bladder: 180 x 420 x 25 mm 
lenght tube: 1050 mm 
weight (incl. tube): 168 g

hydration bladder 1.5 l

article number
D-11155K-F1501(BMM)

colour
magnet bar:   black 
buckle:   black
bladder:   transl.|   transl. |   black 
tube + mouthpiece:   transp. |   grey

technical data
volume: 1500 ml 
more data coming up 

new coming from Q3/2022 

MAGNETIC
SELF-SEALING

 
100%

LEAK PROOF
INTUITIVE 
HANDLING
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MONKEY PRODUCTS conçoit, produit et distribue ses produits d’entretien pour vélo, reconnu 
parmi les plus efficaces du marché. 
Nous sommes passionnés et pratiquants de sport, surtout de vélo depuis de nombreuses années. 
On aime rouler et passer le moins de temps possible à entretenir notre vélo. 

C’est avec le soutien de notre laboratoire que nous avons lancé une gamme de produits 
révolutionnaires et performants:
Tout d’abord en 2018 avec notre liquide préventif tubeless puis rapidement d’autres produits se 
sont ajoutés, comme le bike cleaner, lubrifiants, nettoyant freins et dégraissant, jusqu’à proposer 
une gamme complète qui ne cesse de grandir.

Croissance si importante que la société déménage fin 2021 pour des locaux indépendants de 
700m2, toujours en région Montpelliéraine. 

Chaque produit est le fruit d’une formule unique et innovante grâce à notre propre laboratoire.
Nous avons un contrôle direct sur les formules de chacun de nos produits, la production et 
l’expédition. Ce qui nous permet d’être réactif tant en matière d’innovation que de rapidité 
d’exécution.

89

MONKEY PRODUCTS designs, produces and distributes bicycle care products, recognized 
among the most effective on the market.  
We’ve been passionate about sports, especially cycling, for many years.  
We like to ride and spend as little time as possible maintaining our bikes.  
 
It’s with the support of our laboratory that we’ve launched a range of products revolutionary, high-
performance products: 
First in 2018 with our tubeless preventive liquid, then other products were quickly bike cleaner, 
lubricants, brake cleaners and degreasers, until we now offer a complete a complete range that 
continues to grow. 
 
Growth is so strong that the company is moving to independent premises of 700m2, still in the 
Montpellier region.  
 
Each product is the fruit of a unique and innovative formula developed in our own laboratory. 
We have direct control over each product’s formula, production and shipping. and shipping. 
This enables us to be responsive in terms of both innovation and speed of execution. speed of 
execution
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Tatze Bike Components is a renowned manufacturer of high-quality bicycle components, with a 
particular focus on pedals. Based in Austria, the brand stands out for its commitment to innovation, 
performance and reliability. 
 
Tatze Bike Components pedals are designed to deliver an exceptional pedaling experience. They 
combine top-quality materials, ergonomic design and advanced technical features to meet the 
demands of the most demanding cyclists. 
 
The brand offers a variety of pedals to suit different cycling styles, from road pedals to mountain 
bike pedals. Tatze pedals are made from lightweight, durable materials such as aluminum and 
titanium, offering excellent shock resistance and long life. 
 
Tatze pedals are distinguished by their ergonomic design. They offer a wide, stable pedal platform 
for efficient power transmission and enhanced pedaling stability. The pedals also feature optimum 
grip, ensuring secure contact between the rider’s shoe and the pedal, even in difficult conditions. 
 
Performance is at the heart of every Tatze pedal. The brand incorporates top-quality bearings 
in its pedals to ensure smooth, frictionless rotation. Fastening mechanisms enable fast, reliable 
engagement and disengagement, giving cyclists maximum confidence when sprinting, climbing or 
descending. 
 
Reliability is an essential feature of Tatze Bike Components pedals. Each pedal undergoes 
rigorous testing to ensure strength and durability under extreme conditions. Tatze pedals are 
designed to withstand impacts, shocks and daily wear and tear, offering reliable long-term 
performance.
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The creation of Sendhit is the result of 30 years of passion and practice of mountain biking, and of 
my experience of entrepreneurship. Since 1993, I’ve seen and tested intensively most of the mtb 
mainstream technological evolutions but also face many classic problems.

On many occasions, I have anticipated new needs or identified unsatisfied needs, but running 
another company, I did not have the time to design and market innovative solutions.

In 2019, I created Sendhit and from the start, I have focused on taking a very pragmatic approach 
to product development - drawing on my own mountain biking experiences in over 25 countries 
around the world and real world needs to create unique and simply effective solutions.

The Scratch Cover kit is a perfect example of this philosophy: I have scratched my fork and shock 
stanchions several times and there was no solution to make a simple, economical and effective 
repair. I also noticed that there was no first aid kit specific to the needs of mountain bikers, nor a 
simple solution to unscrew the valve core nut clogged with tire sealant, why?

Today, Sendhit focuses on the development of handguards with the ambition of offering the best 
product. By evolving their function from a simple shield against wild vegetation to an effective hand 
protection, Sendhit handguards have earned their place on an enduro mountain bike or a VAE. 
Light, discreet and reliable, they provide an extra level of safety.

Emeric Lebrun - Founder 
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Boeshield T-9® is a bicyclist’s best friend! Waterproof your bike chain, lubricate cables, and 
prevent rust with our effective all-in-one formula. Works in both wet and dry conditions!
In the world of cycling, few terrains are off limits and endurance is essential, for both rider and 
equipment. A tough, long-lasting waterproof lubricant is crucial for safety and performance, 
whether you’re navigating dusty mountain trails or zipping along highways.
Wet, dry or in dirt, serious cyclists rely on one product to clean, lubricate and protect—Boeshield 
T-9® does it all.

T-9 flushes out dirt and old lubricants, displaces moisture and penetrates moving parts in between 
the rollers and pins on drive chains, carrying the paraffin formula deep into these areas and 
coating them thoroughly. T-9 dries to a clean, continuous wax film that performs better than Teflon 
and lasts up to 200 miles without picking up dust, dirt or mud.
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Pascal Badollet is physiotherapist, he is passionate about sports, especially cycling. In 2007, after 
a long ride with his MTB he experienced wrist and back pain. During his job, he noticed that many 
cyclists complained about the same issue after their training sessions, also noticing that many of 
them changed very often their hands’ positions on the handlebars. From this intuition came the 
idea of creating a new concept of handles that helps cyclists in a more ergonomic and innovative 
way. Our mission is to correct your position ensuring the best ergonomics and safety in a way 
never experienced before.

Numerous prototypes have been tested using the latest 3D printing technologies to validate the 
ergonomics of the new handle and ensuring its perfect integration on the handlebars available on 
the market.

SPIRGRIPS® + are the result of more than 10 years of research. These small bar grips are 
developed, tested, and scientifically validated in Switzerland in collaboration with professional 
cyclists.
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Powunity is a renowned brand in the field of GPS trackers, particularly for cyclists. Their range of 
products is designed to offer a safer, connected and rewarding cycling experience. 
 
Powunity GPS trackers are compact, lightweight devices that attach easily to the bike’s battery. 
They use GPS technology to precisely track movement, speed and distance traveled. These trac-
kers enable cyclists to visualize their routes, track their performance and share their adventures 
with other enthusiasts. 
 
One of Powunity’s flagship products is the BikeTrax GPS tracker. It offers cyclists peace of mind 
by tracking their bikes in real time. In the event of theft, users can track their bike’s position on a 
map and receive alerts in the event of suspicious movement. This means they can react quickly 
and increase the chances of recovering their stolen bike. 
 
The Powunity brand stands out for its commitment to the quality and reliability of its GPS trackers. 
Products are made from durable, weather-resistant materials to withstand the toughest conditions. 
They also feature long-life batteries and reliable connectivity to ensure accurate and consistent 
tracking. 
 
Powunity focuses on innovation and continuous product improvement. The brand works closely 
with professional cyclists and industry experts to understand users’ specific needs and develop 
tailored solutions.
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HOOT BIKE, the benchmark in bicycle safety and protection for professionals and private indivi-
duals. The best on-board geolocation technologies to protect users and their bikes. Monitoring, 
geolocation, HOOT BIKE GPS trackers are intelligent and 100% discreet. Compatible with 100% 
of bikes, they provide access to a complete package of premium security services.

Providing the best solution to protect our users and their bikes easily and instantly against theft. 
That’s what drives us every day. 
 
Whether you’re a seasoned cyclist or an EVP user, we share the same values, the same passion, 
and we ask ourselves the same questions as our users every day. 
 
Thanks to Hoot devices and services, their journeys will be safer, their outings more enjoyable, 
and they’ll be able to ride with peace of mind!
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After a wet testing session in Leogang Austria, Jason Marsh ‘bodged’ together a front splash guard 
to protect the riders vision from the  spray coming up from the front wheel. It proved to be really 
successful and his ‘bodged’ sample was taken back to Tony Seagrave, a friend who worked in 
graphic design.

Tony and Jason then refined the shape, sourced a sustainable material and together they 
produced a small batch the first ‘MarshGuar’s for the 2012 Wold Cup in Fort William, Scotland.

Bizarrely, that race weekend was pretty dry – until qualifying. With rain in the forecast, Jason 
handed the new product to mechanics around the pits… everyone loved them and 90% of the 
riders in finals crossed the line using our product.

Marshguard took its first World Cup win. The Marshguard was born.

With the introduction of the 275 wheel size, our shape and material weight altered slightly and then 
recently, with the launch of the new forks form many companies and riders opting for the 29 front 
wheel in DH racing, we decided to source another more sustainable materiel whilst updating the 
shape and fit. The new 2020 made from 100% recycled plastic and is fully recyclable.
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